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Brief History

The RationalWiki was started in 28 th March, 2007.

Scope and Coverage

RationalWiki (RW) is a community working together to explore and
provide information about a range of topics centered on science,
skepticism, and critical thinking. RW currently has 6,454 mainspace
articles. The encyclopedia in its content includes different categories
of articles, like, creationism, Logic, pseudoscience, Religion,
Science, Culture, Ufology, etc.

Kind of Information
RW is a fairly popular site, especially among online skeptical
resources. According to its website RW has a serious mission to
make a volunteer project where the articles are maintained high
quality and here users can read as well as write those articles. Most of
the articles have good length and have treated article on a particular
concept very well. Like an article “Brain” provides information on

basic anatomy of the human brain, Brain size and intelligence,
Evolution of the human brain, unused part of the brain, concept
on the brain and modern toys, etc. Articles also include images;
see also terms, related external links. At the end references are
also included. Another article “Religion” gives information like
definition, identification of religion, history of religion in the
world, religion and science relation. See also terms, external
links, references are also included at the end.

Special Features

 By encouraging original research and essays, RW has also
incorporated many aspects of the blogging community.
 Discussion among members is facilitated on many levels such
as debate articles, specific discussions on talk pages, and just
coming together to talk about whatever is on our minds at the
Saloon Bar.

Arrangement Pattern

There is no particular arrangement in categories. But the articles are
arranged alphabetically under each category.

Remarks
RW is not only an encyclopedia. RW articles go much further than
encyclopedia– it encourages original research and opinion formation.
The community has embraced the concept of wikis by creating an
information source out of the collaborative editing of thousands of
people.
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